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(ABSTRACT)

Regression models were developed to predict scenic

quality for residential streets in Ann Arbor Michigan for

both Summer and Winter vegetative conditions. Scenic

quality was quantified using the Scenic Beauty Estimation

method. Only variables that existed in the city's computer

data base were used. Variables such as diameter at breast

height, basal area, number of trees, and tree species

diversity were investigated as to their predictive ability.

In addition, the predictive ability of quadratic, power,

inverse, and logarithimic transformations of these variables

was investigated. The best predictive Summer model used the

natural log of the average diameter of street trees and the

natural log of the average assessed property value as

variables. The best predictive Winter model used the natural

log of the average diameter of street trees as its

independent variable.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis is a follow up and validation of an urban

forestry study conducted in 1981 and reported in Buhyoff et

al. (198ß) which attempted to develop predictive models for

scenic quality of urban forest scenes using both digitized

and on—the·ground measurements as predictors. In this

° previous study, scenic quality models were formulated for

residential areas and urban park areas. The primary

objective of the 1981 study was to determine the predictive

ability of measurable variables of trees and other

vegetation to forecast scenic quality measures. Two types

of data bases were used; (1) site inventory measurements and

(2) photo measurements of urban forest related variables.

Regression results indicated that visual preference for u

rban forest scenes increases with increasing average DBH,

and crown enclosure. Most of the predictive models from this

previous research indicated that scenic quality was

non-linearly related to these predictors. There were also

tentative indications that the relationship between
A

preference and amount of vegetation may be nonmonotonic and

also that people prefered scenes with fewer, larger stems to

those with many smaller stems. It was hypothesized that

these scenic quality models have potential for integration

with urban tree inventory data bases for determining

1 .
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planting priorities.

The current study expands upon the Buhyoff et al.

(198ß) research outlined above in the following ways and

for the following reasons:

1) Models were formulated using only variables that

could be easily obtained from Ann Arber Michigan's urban

forest data base, since the goal of the research is to

provide information readily available to forest managers.

2) A larger sample of plots was used and was randomly

selected from the population ef Ann Arbor residential

streets, so that greater confidence could be placed on the

accuracy ef the results.

3) Models were developed for residential streets only

and did not include other urban forest environments due to

the unavailability of inventory data in the Ann Arber data

base.

M) The Scenic Beauty Estimation (SBE) procedure was

used to estimate scenic quality rather than the Law of

Comparative Judgement method since these methods have been

shown to be highly correlated and the SBE procedure allows

the use of much larger stimulus sets (Hull, Buhyoff and



Daniel 198R). I

5) Tree density and species diversity were investigated

in greater detail as predictive variables, since these two

aspects of urban forests are controllable by management.

6) Winter scenic quality prediction models were

developed in order to gain some insight as to how much crown

enclosure impacts Scenic Beauty Estimations.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Extensive research has gone into the development E

of psyehophysieal seenic quality models. Psychophysieal
ä

models attempt to determine mathematieal relationships
{

between the physical eharaeteristies of the landscape and}

pereeptual Judgements of human observers who

arerepresentativeof those expected to view the landscape. JK

Landscape variables may be defined in photographie terms
i

1
(such as area on the photograph in sharp peaked mountains)

or in terms of on the ground features (such as the diameter

of the trees at the site). Multiple observers are generally

used to derive the seenie quality metrie. Studies have

shown psyehophysieal models to be reliable (1.e. there is Ü

agreement and consistency in measures obtained from one

application of a method to another) and these models have i

been shown to be very sensitive to subtle landscape
A

variations. These models also provide preeise assessments V

of public pereeption of the gglgtiye seenic quality of a

number of landscapes (Daniel and Vining 1984). ~~*

One of the most widely used and validated methods for

4
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_ quantifying scenic quality is the Scenic Beauty Estimation

method (Daniel and Boster 1976). This method uses a group

of respondents to rate slides, usually on a scale from one

to ten, with respect to their quality. The by elide methqd

is most often used to calculate a Scenic Beauty Estimate

(SBE) for each landscape slide. An SBE for a given slide is

calculated as follows. First, a cumulative distribution

function is created using the rating scores (for example,

the gelge at score "5" would be the number of ratings that

were greater than or equal to 5). The values for the ten

scores are then divided by the number of respondents so that

the value at each score now represents the cumulative

probability for that score. Since the oumulative

probability at score
”1"

will always be 1.0, this value is

dropped to reduce the number of calculations. The nine

remaining cumulative probabilities are then standardized

using the inverse normal function, into a Z score. The nine

Z scores are then averaged and multiplied by 100 to create

the SBE. These SBE's are often linearly transformed against

some arbitrarily chosen baseline slide's SBE (Daniel 1973,

Daniel and Boster 1976, Hull et al. 198N). This rating

method is based upon Signal Detection Theory (Green and

Swets 1966).

The Scenic Beauty Estimation method is only one of many

reliable psychophysical landscape assessment methods. Two
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other methods, the paired comparison and rank order, which

are based on the Law of Comparative Judgement, are

considered to be the best methods when it comes to precisely

I assessing the relative scenic quality of one photograph with

to another. However, these methods have some drawbacks. In

the paired comparison method, a subject must examine all

possible combinations of photographie pairs; consequently,

subject fatigue has been shown to be a factor when more than

ten scenes are evaluated (Hull et al. 198¤). In the rank
‘”j U

order method, a subject must rank the scenes in order of

preference. This method usually involves placing photographs

on a table to allow the subject to physically order them

according to his preferences. A drawback here is that one

cannot simply show the scenes to a large audience but must I

collect the data one subject at a time, making this process

very time consuming. Also, studies have shown that the

reliability of the ordering drops when more than twenty W„_

slides are used (Buhyoff et al. 1981a). The Scenic Beauty

Estimation method, on the other hand, does not have these

problems because the method involves showing large audiences

large numbers of slides (100 slides is considered to be a

good upper limit)(Daniel and Boster 1976).

The question then arises as to how well do these SBE's

compare with Law of Comparative Judgement metries? Buhyoff

et al. (1982) correlated SBE, paired comparison, and rank
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order metrics generated from the same slides and found good

correlations (r = 0.75 to 0.91). Im (198M) found good

eorrelation (r = 0.70) between SBE's and paired comparison

metries generated from the same slides. Hull et al. (198¤)

Ü
found the correlation between SBE's and paired comparison

ä
metries was r = 0.87 and the correlation between rank order

ä
metrics and SBE's was r = 0.87 for metrics eomputed from the

same slides. These high eorrelations support the

8 theoretieal proposition that SBE's and Law of Comparative

E Judgement metrics (rank order and paired comparison) are
{

essentially the same and help to justify the use of SBE's in

l
this study.

t—j

· A number of studies have eompared psyehophysieal

Q landscape metries derived from photographs with those from

on-site evaluations. Two studies have shown high

correlations between the overall scenie quality metrics with

V
correlation coeffieients ranging from r = 0.92 to 0.98

i (Daniel and Boster 1976, Im 198ü). Coeterier (1983), on the

other hand, did not find high correlations (r = 0.39 to

0.63) when comparing on-site and photographie scenie quality

, ratings. However, Coeterier correlated scenie quality
ßkw

A

metries for on-site and photographie assessments

ofparticularlandscape attributes such as pereeived varietyä

-..3
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and historical character instead of a single rating of

overall landscape quality. In support of the above findings

Zube et al. (197ä) found that there were higher correlations

between on-site and photographie metrics when an overall

hg, perception evaluation was given for scenic quality rather
T;

than evaluations that dealt with the perception of detailed

jé elements and characteristics in the landscape. Shuttleworth

(1980) indicated that color photographs were more highly

E
correlated with on-site scenic quality evaluations than '

fg black and white photographs. These studies indicate color

T photographs are good substitutes for on—site evaluations

E when an overall scenic perception evaluation is desired, and

ä thus help justify the use of color photographs to represent

ß the residential scenes used in this study.

T Another area of research has been how psyehophysical

5 landscape metrics compare between different socioeconomic,

E age and geographical groups. This relationship between

f groups is of importance to this study because only the

§ scenic quality metrics of_1;gginig_Tggh_cgllegewstudents are

g used; it is assumed that their perceptions represent those

1
of the American public. Correlations between groups have

( ranged from r = 0.55 to 0.93. High scenic quality metrie

é correlations have been observed between college students,
X ‘

black youths, middle aged white males and landscape

architect graduate students (r = 0.70 to 0.90) (Anderson and
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Schroeder 1983); college students and civic groups (r =

0.91) (Schroeder and Cannon 1983), Virginia and Utah college

students (r = 0.92) (Wellman and Buhyoff 1980); college

students and landowners (r = 0.93) (Vodak et al. In press);

Danes and Netherlanders (r = 0.8ü), and Americans and Swedes

(r :0.89) (Buhyoff et al. 1983). The high correlations,

shown in these studies, between scenic quality metrics of

college students and other groups seem to indicate that the

ratings of college students represent those of the general

public.

There have been some findings, however, that indicate

that not all groups rate landscapes similarly. Arthur

(1977) found that landscape architects tended to have scenic

quality metrics that were consistently lower, and had

smaller standard deviations than those of the general

public. Zube, Pitt and Evans (1983) found that young

children and elderly persons have scenic quality preferences

distinctly different than those of other age groups.

.Schroeder (1983) found that people raised in urban areas

preferred more developed urban recreational areas than

people raised in suburban and rural areas.

Studies have compared the effect different instruction

sets have on resulting scenic quality metrics. Buhyoff et

al. (1982) and Vodak et al. (In Press) found good
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eorrelations (r = 0.8¤ and 0.95 respeetively)

ubetween subjects who were

given different instruetion sets when rating identieal

slides. On the ether hand, Buhyoff et al. (1978) found the

fit of seenic quality models predieting southern pine beetle

damage changed where different instruetion sets were given,

with identical slides. Anderson (1981) fcund seenie quality

ratings of identical slides differed significantly depending

upon the label (wilderness area, national forest, etc.)

given. These studies are not eonsistent in their findings as

to the effect of instructions on seenic quality ratings. To

add to this body of knowledge, the effect of different .

instruction sets on SBE's will be investigated in this

study.

. One of the first attempts to model scenic quality using

n areal photographie measurements was by Shafer Hamilton and

Schmidt (1969). Using one hundred black and white

photographs of landseapes throughout the United States, they

made areal and perimeter measurements of photographie

features such as vegetation and water bodies. The model

which Shafer and his colleagues advanced had preferenee as a

linear function of ten variables such as perimeter of

immediate vegetation and area of any kind of water. Carls
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(197H) created a scenic quality model from one hundred

photographs of typical outdoor reereation areas using

independent variables such as area of stream, area of

waterfall, and area of lake. These variables contributed

positively towards scenic quality. Area of people and area

of intensive development had a negative effect upon scenic

quality. Brush and Palmer (1979) produced a model using

areal photographie measurements from scenes of the

Connecticut river valley. Eighteen variables were used in

their model, nine of which were not highly statistically

significant. Variables such as trees, low vegetation, and

water surface area had a positive effect on scenic quality,

while length of utility wires, utility poles, and exposed

ground‘in the distance had a negative effect.

Buhyoff et al. (1978, 1980a) formulated models that

predicted scenic quality as a non—linear function of the

area in the photograph damaged by southern pine beetles. The

_ log transformation of this areal variable provided the best

empirical fit. Buhyoff and Wellman (1980b) tested a number

of non-linear transformations on areal photographie

variables. The results showed that models using log

transformed variables provided the best empirical fit.

Buhyoff et al. (1982) created scenic quality models for

mountain pine beetle infested vistas in the Colorado Rockies
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front range. A model was developed based on observers who

did not know they were observing insect damaged vistas.

This model had variables such as area in sharp peaked

mountains (which was fit with a quadratic form) and area in

background plus very distant forest. Standardized

regression eoefficients showed the variable representing

area in sharp mountains aceounted for the largest amount of

variance in the model. Insect damage had a slight negative

effect on scenic quality. A similar model was developed

based on viewers who could identify insect damaged areas.

Asignifieantvariable in this model was the percent of vista ä

area with insect damage. -/J

Patsfall et al. (198H) used areal photographie

measurements to model vista scenes along the Blue Ridge

Parkway. A number of models were developed. One set of

models used variables created by dividing the photograph

horizontally (with vertical lines) into three sections:

left, middle, and right. Models for sectioned photographs

had variables representing areal measurements of fore,

middle, and background vegetation. Another set of models

was developed using unsectioned variables similar to the

first set. In a separate test, the variable representing

background vegetation and its square were signifieant

predictors. This suggested both linear and non·linear

relationships exist in the data. Another test, which
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involved reversing the photographie image, was performed to

test whether a differential preference for left and right

foreground vegetation, which was found for the sectioned

models, was a function of image content er perceptual bias.

Results showed that the differential preference was likely a

function of image content.

The photographie features variable models are useful in

that they deseribe what features enhance and detract from

seenic quality. Also, a number of these studies have
—\—\\

indicated that non-linear relationships could exist between}

scenic quality and some of the independent variables. One

problem with these models is the variables measured are

photograph-dependent, such as the area of exposed water in

the photograph, and hence have little value from a

management standpoint, compared to a more manageable

variable such as the number of trees per acre in area where

the photograph was taken. Another problem with a number of

these models is many of the models were overfit.

Overfitting inflates the R2 values and increases the

probability of multicollinearity between the independent

variables, resulting in high varianee in the regression
3

coeffieients and increasing the probability of coeffieients

with counterintuitive signs. Thus, one must be careful when

drawing conelusions about the relationships between scenic

quality and the independent variables of these overfit
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y models.

A more useful type of model from a management

perspective is a model that predicts scenic quality for
l

scenic vistas or forest stands using variables that are

measured at the site. Models based on these types of

variables are more useful because these types of variables

are often in existing data bases (making these models simple

to apply) and/or are often manipulable by resource managers.

Arthur (1977) developed three types of scenic quality models

for ponderosa pine forests using three types of variables:

physical feature, design, and timber cruise. The chosen

physical features model had seven variables which were

qualitatively measured on a ten point scale by landscape

architects. Variables such as the amount of downed wood and

variation of tree sizes negatively affected scenic quality,

while variables such as density of trees and size of trees

had a positive affect. The chosen design features model

also had seven variables which were rated on a five point

scale by landscape architects. Variables such as lighting

direction, amount of clouds, and amount of surface variation

were used. The timber cruise model had four variables that

were estimated, from the photograph, by three foresters. In

Arthur's model, the number of trees below thirteen
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centimeters DBH, cubic meters per hectare of ponderosa pine

1¤—29 cm in diameter, and the amount of slash variables

negatively affected scenic quality, while total basel area

‘
per hectare had a positive affect. Although Arthur did not

use actual on-the—ground measurements for this model,

therefore raising some question as to the validity of the

variables and the model, this was one of the first studies

to consider modeling scenic quality with typical forest

measurement variables.

Other studies which modeled scenic quality using

forest mensuration variables as predictors in ponderosa

pine stends were conducted by Daniel et al. (1977) and
U

Schroeder and Daniel (1981). Daniel et al. developed a

model using trees per acre for each of ten diameter classes

and total trees per acre as independent variables (R2
=

0.58). Schroeder and Daniel developed scenic quality

prediction models using variables such as amount of grass

and forbs,.number of ponderosa pine in various diameter

classes, amount of slash, and variables representing amounts

of understory species (juniper, fir, aspen, etc.). These

models accounted for approximately sixty percent of the

variance in the data.

Hull and Buhyoff (1983) developed models to predict the

scenic quality of mountain vistas with topographic
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measurements. For each variable, the power, log,

exponential, and quadratic transformations were tested. The

best predictive simple linear regression model utilized

distance to the rearmost visible ridge-line squared as the

independent variable, while distance to the rearmost visible

ridge—line and its square provided the best fitting multiple

linear regression model.

Vodak et al. (In Press) developed in-stand visual

preferenee models for Appalachian hardwoods. One of the

models they advanced used three variables that represented

the amount of dead and down material measured in the forest

stand. In this model, scenic quality decreased with

increasing amounts of these variables.

One application of these scenic quality models which

use mensurational variables as predictors has been the

development of scenic quality maps. Daniel et al. (1977)

”
developed a scenic quality model for a specific ponderosa

pine forest. The authors then applied this model to

mensurational data for an exemplary southwestern pine forest

to create a scenic quality iso-contour map.

These models, developed with on-the-ground variables,

are definitely more useful from a managerial standpoint than

models based on photographie variables because existing data
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bases often exist for the areas and variables of interest.

The development of the iso-contour map is a good example of

how these models can be put to use given an existing data

base. Only one of the studies (Hull et al. 198ä) indicated

that there might be a non-linear relationship between scenic

quality and these types of variables. However, this was the

only study in this group to specifically investigate

non—linear relationships. In my opinion, Arthur (1977),

Daniel et al. (1977), and Schroeder and Daniel (1981) are

guilty of overfitting their models whereas, Hull and et al.

(1983) and Vodak et al. (In Press) had much more reasonable

models with respect to the number of independent variables

used.

The development of urban scenic quality models has also

been the subject of research and is obviously of particular

interest to this study. One of the first attempts at

developing scenic quality models for urban areas was by

Peterson (1967). He attemped to model urban scenic quality

from photographs of the Chicago metropolitan area. One

hundred forty respondents rated ten variables, on a

subjective scale, nine of which were used as the independent

variables. His model used variables representing the age of

residential areas and dwellings, closeness to nature, and
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quality of photograph to predict scenic preference. Although

of little practical value due to the subjective and rather

nebulous independent and dependent variables, this model was

a beginning and did indicate the positive value of

vegetation to scenic quality.

Crystal (1977) developed a scenic quality model using

areal photographie measurements from photographs of urban

areas in the Connecticut river valley. Stepwise regression

analysis was used to select the variables in this model. g
Variables with positive coefficients were areal vegetation¥w

measures such as the area in background vertical vegetationß

Variables that had a negative effect on scenic quality were?

length of electrical and telephone cable and perimeter of“/(

background vertical vegetation. Brush and Palmer (1979)

also developed urban scenic quality models for the

Connecticut river valley using areal photographie

measurements. They developed a descriptive model with

eighteen variables, twelve of which were not statistically

. significantly different from zero. Half the significant

variables were areal vegetation measurements. Other

significant variables included area of exposed rock and area

of buildings. All the regression coefficients for these

variables were positive indicating that increasing values of

these variables inereased the scenic quality estimate. Areagj

of trees in the middle visual distance zone had, by far,
i
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the most significant impact on the model?

Anderson and Schroeder (1983) used areal photographie

measurements and subjective ratings of photographie features

to predict scenic quality for Athens, Georgia. Stepwise

regression analysis was used to select two models. The first

model used only photographs that showed an area of developed

land at least one average city lot in size (n = 190). The

second model used all photographs (n = ZMO). Six of the
u

seven variables in both models were the same. Variables such

as development intensity and area of sky in top third of

scene had negative coefficients, whereas variables such aaa)
area of vegetation in middle third of scene and area of Ä
vegetation in top third of scene had positive eoeffic1ents.ä

„g

One drawback with these last three studies was that

stepwise regression was used to select the chosen model.

Unfortunately, this model selection process does not

guarantee that the ”optimal" model for the given variables

will be chosen (Montgomery and Peck 1982). Also, as with

many other studies, these models are, in my opinion,

overfit. Because they are overfit, multicollinearity

between the independent varibles is likely to become a

problem. These models do, however, indicate that vegetation—)

seems to have a positive effect on scenic quality and there {

is a tendency for increasing amounts of man made features to Ä
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detraet from seenie qual1ty.N?

Im (198ü) developed an urban seenie quality model using

areal measurements from photographs of eourtyards on the

Virginia Tech Campus. The chosen model predicted scenic

quality as a linear function of the pereent of ground slope,

the ratio of vegetation area to total photographie area and

the ratio of building height to total height of the

photograph. The first two variables had positive

coeffieients while the third had a negative eoeffieient.

This study also supports the general trend that inereasing
fw

amounts of vegetation increase seenie quality, whereas E

inereasing amounts ef man made structures in a scene detraet

from seenie quality. ,
(IA

Two recent studies developed seenic quality models

using areal photographie variables and models that used

forest mensurational variables. Schroeder and Cannon (1983)

inventoried shade trees lining residential streets in Ohio

towns. Stepwise regression analysis was used to develop

their areal photographie measurement model. Area of street

and off street trees, presence or absence of eurb, and

amount of lighting variables had positive coeffieients,

whereas number of cars and area ef buildings had negative

eoeffieients. They also developed a model using

mensurational variables and areal photographie measurement
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variables. The number of trees 11-16 inches DBH, M-10

inches DBH, and greater than sixteen inches DBH were the

mensurational predietors used in this model. All

tree measurement variables in the model had positive

coefficients. The remaining variables were the number of

cars, number of overhead wires, the amount of lighting, and

the area of buildings. These variables (except the amount

of lighting) had negative coefficients.

In a pilot study which served as the groundwork for

this thesis, Buhyoff, Gauthier, and Wellman (198H) developed

seenic quality models using mensurational and photographie

areal measurement variables. They used photographs of

residential streets in Dearborn and Ann Arber Michigan. A

family of models was developed for mensurational and areal
·

measurement variables for each city. The best Ann Arbor -

areal measurement model with respect to fitting and

_

predictive statistics had_total area in vegetation and area

in coniferous vegetation as predictors (R2
= 0.93). Ann

Arber mensurational variable models were divided into two

groups. The first group used only city owned trees along the

street which were recorded in the city computer data-base.

The other group used the data-base trees together with all

visible trees not on city property adjoining the street

(i.e., lawn trees) lawn trees that were visible on the

photographs. The same model forms provided the best fits in
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both cases. The variables, average DBH and average basal

area per stem, were the best predictors. The best predictive

model advanced by Buhyoff et al. was:

Scenic Quality = bo -b1X + b2ln(X)

R2
= 0.61 (for street trees only)

R2
= 0.79 (for lawn and city trees)

Where: X = average basal area per stem.

Both studies show that on-the-ground vegetation

measurements can be used to model scenic quality in

residential areas and that increasing amounts of vegetationy

have a positive effect on scenic quality. In addition, the

Buhyoff et al. (198H) study suggests that a non-linear

relationship exists between these on the ground measurement

. variables and scenic quality.

Slmmau

The results of these studies can be best summarized in the

following list:

1) Scenic quality can be quantified with reliable and

sensitive metrics.

2) Scenic qulaity metrics from college students are good

representations of those of the general public.
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3) Ineonsistent evidence exists as to the effect of

different instruction sets on scenic quality metrics.

H) Photographic measurement variables can be used to model

scenic quality.

5) Measures of physical landscape features and measures of

forest stand charaeteristics can be used to model scenic

quality.

6) Scenic quality can be modeled with vegetation measurement

variables that exist on some readily available data bases.

7) Evidence suggests that relationships between independent

variables and scenic quality may be non—linear.

8) Scenic quality has been successfully modeled insuburbanand

urban areas with photographie and forest measurement

variables.

The goal of this study is to refine the modeling
4

approach for predicting scenic quality in urban forest

settings as well as to further validate the functional forms

of the relationship between scenic quality and mensurational

predietors in these urban environments.



HYPOTHESES

In this thesis several hypotheses were formulated and

p tested. Namely:

1) Scenic quality can be modeled using variables solely

from the Ann Arbor computer data base.

2) A non-linear relationship of the variables will

provide the best empirical fit to the data.

3) The relationship of these variables to the data

is monotonic.

4) Tree species diversity is not a significant scenic

quality predictor variable.

24
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.P.l.¤.t.$;=.1s—>.c.t.1.¤11

A map of Ann Arbor was used to number all residential

streets containing single family houses. Each residential

intersection was then given a number based on the street

numbers involved. From this group of intersections, fifty

were randomly chosen for the experimental plots. At each of

the chosen intersections, one of the four possible

directions to the next street intersection (or dead end) was

randomly selected. The street length between these two

intersections was designated as the experimental plot. Table

1 lists the fifty plots.

In the Summer of 1983, at each experimental plot, a

photograph was taken from each intersection towards the plot

center (see figure 1.). At each intersection, the plot

number, the name of the street, the name of the intersecting

street, the photo direction, and the beginning house number

were recorded. A 35 mm camera equipped with a 50 mm lens

focused on infinity was used. At each intersection, the

camera was aligned horizontally and three color slides were

taken at a height of approximately five feet seven inches

_ 25
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Table 1. Location of the fifty sample plots

1 Georgetown 2242-2104 Yorktown - Ardene
2 Aurora 2967-2859 Prarie - Burlington
3 Amherst 1711-704 Chandler - Lakeshore
4 Cloverdale 321-534 Hilldale - Stellar

· 5 Pear 1609-1624 Plum - Taylor
6 Robin 1014-1034 Hockey - Red Oak
7 Mixtwood 901-931 Brooks - Red Oak
8 Vesper 1101-1148 Olden - Red Oak
9 Daniel 912-835 Brookridge - Charles

10 Spring 452-520 Cherry - Felch
11 Yellowstone 3428-3420 Rumsey - Gettysburg
12 Antietam 2408-2575 Bluett - Lexington
13 Middleton 3695-3612 Bardstown - Frederick
14 Paisley 3510-3517 Barrister -dead end
15 Sturbridge 3560-3525 Bardstowin - dead end
16 Charter 3560-3525 Bardstowin - dead end
17 Seneca 2019-2025 Oswego - Onondaga

V 18 Onondaga 712-718 Hill - Dorset
19 Cambridge 1935-1900 Hill - Day
20 Belmont 2111-2101 Londonderry - Melrose
21 Glendaloch 2270-2255 Heatherway - Glendaloch Cir.
22 Hawthorne 2685-???? Roxbury - Arlington
23 Hawthorn 2511-2627 Roxbury - Londonderry
24 Kearny 1440-1410 Shannondale - Melrose
25 Bellwood 2543-2613 Edgewood - Oakwood
26 Pittsfield 1603-2665 Oakwood - Norwood
27 Maplewood 2629-2771 Oakwood - Norwood
28 Parkwood 2770-2640 Norwood - Oakwood
29 Springbrook 3111-3195 Butternut - Redwood
30 Nordman 3352-3210 Sharon - Redwood
31 McComb 3194-3131 Redwood - Butternut
32 Towner 2713-2706 Radcliffe - Cranbrook
33 Cumberland 2710-2818 Towner - Hampshire
34 Nottingham 2415-2423 Manchester - Independence
35 Colony 2705-2798 Essex - Manchester
36 Columbia 2027-2065 Gladstone - Kimberley
37 Devolson 2007-2030 Brockman - Anderson
38 Marlborough 1407-1478 Page - Warner
39 Rosewood 1392-???? Page - Tremmel
40 Morton 1724-1700 Harding - Ferdon
41 Granger 1503-1522 Lincoln - Baldwin
42 Wells 1705-1720 Baldwin-Ferdon
43 Cambridge 1502-1520 Lincoln - Martin
44 Mary 903-936 Benjamin - Hoover
45 Berkley 408-307 Belmar - Main
46 Edgewood 1309-1300 Algonquin - Berkley
47 Potter (no address) Prescott - Hutchins
48 Benjamin 502-517 Sybil - Mary
49 Division 606-701 Madison - John
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first camera location
- beginning house

Ü

I

address
direction of photograph

ending house
Üaddress l

T
second camera locatlon

Figure 1: Plot definition and photography method.
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above street level. One of the slides was taken with the

camera set on automatic, one with the f stop one setting

down from automatic and one with the f stop one setting up

from automatic. From these three photos, the best picture

in terms of visual quality was chosen.
‘

The photographs were taken so that distracting

ephemeral features like large vehicles, people, and trash

piles were not included. All phetographs were taken on sunny

days. This goal was largely successful. The only deviation

was that a few photographs had numerous automobiles parked

on the streets. This problem was very difficult to overeome

since no other parking facilities existed for those

residential areas.

From the initial fifty plots, twenty five were randomly

selected for leafless condition photographs. These photos

were taken in Hinter 198M. The photographie proeedures used

for these Lgaj1gg;_ggndiL;gn plots were identical to those

used for the Summer condition. The only added constraint

was that there should be no snow on the ground.
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Ann Arbor has all city owned trees inventoried and

these data are stored in a computer data base. Each

individual tree has a number of quantitative and qualitative

variables associated with it. The data base information

used in this study was, tree location (which was the house

address of the property closest to the tree), species, and

diameter at breast height in inches (DBH).

Since the city does not have the manpower to update the

data base every year, the oldest diameter measurements were

taken in 1981 while the most recent were taken in 1983. The

discrepancy between some of the the recorded diameter

measurements and the actual diameters introduced error into

the subsequent modeling process. However, since the time lag

is at most three years and radial growth of urban hardwoods

is not rapid, it was felt that this bias in the measurement

process would not significantly affect the modeling

procedure. On the other hand, the removal and planting data

for each plot (i.e. the actual existence of individual

trees) was current as of the Summer of 1983.

On each of the study plots, the city manages trees on

each side of and adjacent to the street. On one plot, (plot

number 1) the city also maintained trees on a median strip
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down the middle of the street. For the majority of the

plots, only a narrow strip of vegetation was inventoried by

the city of Ann Arbor. For plots in new subdivisions the

situation was reversed. Here, the city maintained the vast

proportion of the visible vegetation. Therefore, for these

plots virtually all the visible vegetation was inventoried.

Data on the 198M average assessed property value of

each sampled street (plots) and the paced distance of

each of these streets supplemented the tree inventory data

as potential predictor variables for scenic quality.

Using the individual tree, distance, and property

assessment data, several other indices were computed on a

per plot basis, which were used as candidates for scenic

quality predictor variables. These values were: average DBH

of the city trees, the number of city trees per linear foot

of street, and species richness. Species richness was

calculated as:

Richness = (# of different species)/ln(total # of trees)

(Whittaker 1975).

Two indicator variables were also created to account

for the presence of power transmission lines and street

lights both of which were hypothesized to affect scenic
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beauty estimates.

§.o.en.:Lc..B.e.a.ut1L„E1s$·.inaL.es

The Scenic Beauty Estimation (SBE) procedure was used

to generate the scenic quality metric (Daniel and Boster
l

1976). This procedure involved showing a large number of
‘

subjects each of the photographs for eight seconds and

asking them to rate the photographs on a scale of one (low

scenic quality) to ten (high scenic quality). These ratings

used an interval scale of perceived scenic quality g§;ng_thg

hX.§li§£.m§Lhgd developed by Daniel and Boster (1976).

Detailed information on this scaling procedure and its'

underlying theory is available in, Daniel and Boster (1976)
-.

and Hull et al. (198ü)

One hundred 35 mm color slides of the sampled plots

(two photos per plot) were shown to five different groups of

college students drawn form the psychology subject pool at

Virginia Tech. College students were used because they were

readily available and their visual preferences have been

shown to be representative of the general public (Buhyoff

and Leuschner 1978; Buhyoff et al. 1982). The responses of

one hundred forty-nine students were used to formulate the
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SBE's for the Summer plots. ·
·

Two sets of instructions were given to these subjects.

Three groups totaling eighty-three students were instructed

to evaluate the photographs' scenic beauty by concentrating

on the vegetation, whereas two groups totaling sixty-six

students were simply told to evaluate the photographs'

scenic beauty, whatever that meant to them as individuals.

These two sets of instructions were used to assess whether

the different instructions would influence the scenic

quality judgements.

The Winter SBE's were computed using the fifty Winter

slides (1.e. two photos on twenty—five plots) Again, these

slides were shown to students drawn from the psychology

subject pool at Virginia Tech. The responses of sixty-one

students were used to formulate the SBE\s for the Winter

plots. These subjects were instructed specifically to

concentrate on the vegetation in each of the scenes in

making their perceptual judgements of scenic quality.
3
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Models could be developed in one of two ways. Two

scenic beauty estimates could be used for each street by

using two plot photos as separate estimates (i.e. there

would be two dependent variables for each set of independent

variables) or the ggggagg of the two SBE's for each plot

could be used as the dependent variable. The goal of this

research was to develop models which would predict scenic

quality on a per plot basis. Schroeder and Daniel (1980)

have shown that average SBE's are good estimators of the

overall scenic quality of an area. Therefore, it was decided

to average the two SBE's for each plot and to use one SBE

for each sampled residential street. This approach is

appropriate since the average of the two SBE's is the

maximum likelihood estimator and the minimum variance

unbiased estimator of the true (but unknown) scenic quality

of the plot. The resultant models do not predict scenic

quality at the street intersections but rather for the

entire street (i.e., plot).

' M.¢.d.eJ.-§eler.t1.on£1.t.e.nLa

Candidate models were developed using the following

criteria. The model had to have no more than four regressor

variables, a subjective criterion to keep from overfitting
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g the data, and should not have illogical combinations of

variables from a mathematical or theoretical point of view.

Also, the choice of candidate models was similar to the

functional forms of the 1981 predictive models. This last

criterion was used to provide a starting point in the

modeling process and to compare the similarity of the

statistics for the same model form from the two studies.

Approximately fifty models were computed in this

preliminary screening. The models were selected on the

basis of PRESS, absolute PRESS (the sum of the absolute

value of the PRESS residuals), R2 , mean squared error, and

whether the coefficient estimates were significantly

_ different from zero. More weight was given to the predictive

ability of the model (i.e. PRESS and absolute PRESS ·

statistics) and whether the variables were statistically

significant than was given to statistics of fit such as R2

and MSE.

Models were also assessed by evaluating residual plots,

multicollinearity diagnostics (VIF) outlier analysis

statistics (R-student), Influence diagnostics (DFBETAS,

DFFITS, COV RATIO), and hat diagonals (Belsley et al.

1980). These analyses were performed in order to see

whether the selected models exhibited any undesirable

characteristics that would not have shown up in the initial
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screening, such as multicollinearity, heterosoedasticity,

outliers, and the possibility of a few points overly

influencing the regression.

A11 statistical computations were performed using SAS

Version 82.M (SAS Institute, 1982).
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All fifty Summer plots°and twenty-five Winter plots

could not be used in model construction. Several problems

necessitated eliminating some plots from the analysis (See

Table 2.) Summer plot H8 and Winter plot MM were

underexposed and considered too dark for evaluation by the

subjects. These sites later proved to be statistical

outliers. Plot 26 contained multiple family dwellings. Also,

a reliable assessed value could not be obtained for this

plot. Plot M7 was unusable since a local park was located

on one side of the street and park trees were included in

the inventory data for that street; Plots 10 and 50 were

eliminated because they were not residential. Finally, plots

6, 9, and 36 were eliminated because the streets were within

j township islands which are under township rather than city

ownership. Thus the tree inventory did not include these

areas.

Two sets cf instructions were used to evaluate the

effects of instructional set. A Pearson product-moment

36
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Table 2. Plot condition characteristics

Plot number Descriptive characteristics
1
2 W
3 W
4
5
6 T
7 W
8 W
9 T

10 W C
11 W c
12 W
13 W
14
15 W
16
17 W
18 W
19
20 W
21
22 W
23 W
24 W
25
26 I
27 W
28 W
29
30
31 W
32
33 W
34”
35
36 T
37 W
38
39 W

„ 40
41 W
42 ·
43
44 W Pw
45
46
47 W I
48 W Ps
49

W - winter plot T - township island C — commercial area
Ps (w) photograpic problems summer (winter) I · inventory problems
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correlation was computed between the SBE's which were

derived from the group of subjects who were instructed to

concentrate on the vegetation and the SBE's which that were

computed from the subject groups who were instructed to rate

the scenic quality of the overall visual environment. This

correlation was very high (r = 0.973; P < 0.01) Therefore,

it is reasonable to assume that the subjects were using

similar visual criteria to rate the slides regardless of

what they were instructed to concentrate upon. Furthermore,

since the two sets of instructions were so highly

correlated, it was felt that the subject responses could be

combined to formulate one set of SBE's for the Summer data

using all one hundred forty—nine subjects.

Twenty-four Winter plot SBE's were correlated with

SBE's of the same plots in the Summer condition. This

correlation was moderate (r : 0.600; p < 0.01). The low

_ correlation could be attributed to the fact that in Winter,

the bare tree crowns allow more structural and building

detail to become visible. The lack of large green crown

areas change the scene considerably. It is hypothesized that

for plots with medium and large sized trees, there will be

large changes in scenic quality from Summer to Winter since

tree crowns can obscure structures, whereas for plots with

small trees, the change in scenic quality will not be as

drastic. This differential decrease in scenic quality
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between plots with large amounts of vegetation and plots
3

with small amounts could account for the poor correlation

between the Winter and Summer SBE•s. For example, in the

Summer photo of plot 17 no houses are visible. This plot

also had one of the highest Summer SBE's. In the Winter

scenes, however, houses were visible and its scenic beauty

estimate was approximately at the median. An identical

situation occurred with plot 18. SBE values for all Summer

and Winter plots are given in Table 3. It is not felt that

the instructional set differences between Summer and Winter

evaluations played a role in this moderate association given

the results of the correlation between the the two sets of

instructions used for the Summer evaluations.

:.Labl.e.s

Univariate statistical summaries of each dependent end

independent variable used in model building are given in

Table Ä.

.oJ.U.¤at1„¤n..and.F.er.mlL1.atJ..on

In the initial work performed on developing scenic

quality model for urban forestry, Buhyoff et al. (1981b;

198ß) found the logarithm of average DBH, the logarithm of

average basal area, and average DBH squared to be highly
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Table 3. SBE values for summer and winter plots

1 -48.09
2 35.66 -23.96
3 49.70 -11.03
4 -2.87
5 28.82
6 1.71
7 46.17 33.31
8 -16.52 21.36
9 ‘ 19.48

10 -91.61 -39.19
11 -52.73 -104.79
12 -55.50 -69.69
13 5.26 -57.98
14 -48.49
15 -60.51 -117.17
16 -54.58
17 74.79 5.74
18 83.35 13.23
19 -25.12
20 -3.09 19.08
21 55.98
22 -25.88 19.10
23 25.60 -0.47
24 62.11 24.52
25 -31.26 _
26 -70.46
27 · 46.62 53.24
28 - 32.23 44.17
29 -18.33
30 -7.78
31 -40.50 18.07
32 3.30
33 -12.98 -33.35
34 -28.14
35 -18.69
36 -51.78
37 59.03 4.67
38 52.72
39 47.52 27.71
40 77.86
41 69.46 27.93
42 -40.51
43 -0.74
44 22.28 -67.08
45 10.19
46 -12.48
47 -61.36 -10.74
48 -1.86 9.35
49 9.34
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Table 4. Univariate statistics for the dependent and independent
variables

Variable Mean Standard Minimum Maximum Range
Deviation Value value

Average Diameter 9.28 3.99 2.87 19.05 16.18
(inches)

_ Number of Trees 16.57 _ 10.97 2.00 53.00 51.00

Trees per Foot 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.05

Average Assessed 41716 18164 20271 85760 65489
Value of Property
(dollars)

Species Richness ° 1.97 0.90 0.57 3.67 3.11

Scenic Beauty 6.98 42.21 -60.51 83.35 143.86
Bstimate

Average Diameter 9.63 4.40 3.23 19.05 15.81
(inches)

Number of Trees 17.80 9.36 4.00 34.00 30.00

Trees per Foot 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.05

Average Assessed 43136 15774 22763 73900 51137
Value of Property
(dollars)

Species Richness 1.93 0.85 0.57 3.12 2.55

Scenic Beauty -0.08 42.01 -117.17 53.24 170.41
U

Estimate
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predictive of SBE's basal area. Buhyoff and Wellman (1980b)

also proposed a theoretical basis for these non-linear

relationships. Again, a primary intent of this research was

to see if the model forms prcposed in the first study could
”

be replicated and thus, in a functional sense, validated.
T O

The amount of area in the photograph that is in tree
O O

crown was hypothesized to increase the scenic quality of the
”

photograph (Buhyoff et al. 198M). Since tree diameter and

area in tree crown are highly correlated, a relationship was

hypothesized of the form:

SBE = f(ln(average DEH)).

For this functional specification, scenic quality will

increase with increasing diameter at a decreasing rate, thus

reflecting the law of diminishing returns as it relates to

visual preference. The natural log of average DBH did turn

out to be the best predictive variable in all the models

tested.

One possible problem pertaining to the relationship

between visual preference and tree diameter is, as trees age

and senescence occurs, the diameter remains essentially the

same but, the crown area decreases as the tree lcses

branches. The loss of crown area would result in a decrease

in the scenic quality of the tree. This in itself is not a

problem; the problem is that for a given large diameter,
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there will be vigorous trees with high scenic quality and

old trees with low scenic quality, resulting in an increase

in variance about the regression line in the larger

diameters. The models were therefore checked for

heteroscedasticity by examining the residual plots. It

turned out that heteroscedasticity was not a problem with

this data set.

Tree density, expressed as number of trees per linear

foot, was also considered as a potential predictor.

Hypothetically, tree density should be related to the amount

of visible area in tree crown. It was postulated that the

greater the tree density (up to some functional maximum) the

higher the scenic quality estimate. At very high densities

the street scenes would appear crowded and scenic quality

would drop. In order to examine this hypothesized

relationship, trees per foot, the logarithm of trees per

foot, and trees per foot squared were used as potential ‘

predictors of visual quality. However, this density measure

it did not produce a significant coefficient and, in fact,

decreased the predictive ability of models in which it was

inserted. One possible explanation for the lack of

significance of this variable is that the photographs were

taken so that the view was down the center of the street.

City trees are planted parallel to the street so the trees

closest to the camera partially or totally masked the other
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trees from view. It is likely, then, that the subjects could

not clearly perceive the overall density of the trees on the
l

street. This masking effect would be greater for larger DBH

trees since their crowns would belarger.It

was also hypothesized that the variance in SBE

scores would be, in part, attributable to architectural, lot

size and landscape differences across the sampled streets.

Since these possible predictors could not be quantified

using information from the tree inventory data base, it was

felt that assessed property values might serve as a

composite surrogate measure of these differences. Thus it

was hypothesized that scenic quality would increase with

increasing assessed property value. This variable did turn

out to be significant in the Summer models with scenic

quality estimates increasing with increasing assessed

property values.

It was hypothesized that species diversity would not be

a strong predictor of scenic quality since it is difficult

for viewers to visually differentiate between hardwood

species when viewing a photograph for eight seconds. Not

surprizingly, diversity, as measured, did not enter as a

signicant variable in any of the models. It was

hypothesized that a diversity variable quantifying the

number of conifers on a plot might be a significant
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variable, but, only one conifer was in the data base so this

variable was not formulated or tested.

The two variables that best predicted visual quality

were average diameter and average assessed property value.

Average assessed value was not a significant regressor

variable by itself but, when used with average diameter it

became significant and improved prediction and fit when

compared to models using only average diameter.

The analysis of the Summer condition site data resulted

in four functional forms which met the model selection

criteria stated above:

1) SBE = f[ln(AVG DBH),ln(assessment)]

2) SBE = f[ln(AVG DBH), 1/ln(assessment)]

3) SBE = f[ln(AVG DBH), assessment]

M) SBE = f[ln(AVG DBH), 1/assessment]

Table 5 displays statistical test detail, diagnostics

and coefficients for each of these four model forms. The
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models explain about 58% of the variation in the SBE's. The

mean squared error ranges from 787 to 793 which means the

standard deviation of the observed SBE's from their

predicted values is about ; 28.00 SBE units. PRESS ranges

from 3ä160 to 3¤391 and absolute PRESS ranges from 1009 to

1016. In all models the coeffioients are significant at p <

0.05. Multicollinearity does not appear to be a problem

because the variance inflation factors (VIF) are well within

acceptable limits (Be1sley et al. 1980). Residual plots
‘

indicated homogenous variance and no discernable trends in

the residual scatter plots were evident (Montgomery and Peck

1982). The models were also tested for outliers and none

were found.

The four models were also evaluated with respect to the

COV RATIO, DFFITS, and the DFBETAS1 influence diagnostics.

Results indicated that none of the points in any of the

models was highly influential (Belsley et al. 1980). That

is, a few data points did not overly influence the model

fits.

1ccv RATI0 — Covariance Ratio is a measure of how much the
overall variance of the coefficients would change if the
data point was omitted. DFFITS · Difference in Fits
Standardized is a measure of how much the predicted value of
y would change if the data point was omitted.
DFBETAS -Difference in Betas Standardized is a measure of
how much a coefficient would change if the data point was
cmitted.
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Of the four models presented, it was felt that
(

SBE = f[ln(average diameter), ln(assessed value)] was the

best predictive model because it had the overall best

statistics. A plot of this model is displayed in Appendix 1.

Only average DBH proved to be a good predictor of

scenic quality for the Winter (leafless) condition. Assessed

value of property was not significant in any of the Winter

models in contrast to the importance of this variable in the

Summer models. Three functional forms met the model

selection criteria:

1) SBE = f[ln(AVG DEE)]

2} SFF = f[1/AVG B}b)]

3) ses = f[1/ln(AVG 1>1a1—1>J _

The Winter models were hat es good es tte Ftnmer models

with respect to fit or predictive power (Table 6). In these

models, average diameter accounts for a smaller percentage

of the total variance in the SBE's. The reduced ability of

this variable to explain the variance suggests that the
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presence of leafless tree crowns has less of an impact on

scenic quality evaluations. It was hypothesized that this

reduced impact could be attributed to the fact that the

crowns were bare and took up less visual area on the

photographs. Also, the leafless crowns permitted structures

and other features to become visible that were not

observable in the Summer scenes. Trees are simply reduced

in their visual importance in Winter condition urban

g tsettings. Trees per foot, again, was not a significant

predictor in the Winter models. If the masking effect

stated earlier is correct, this effect should be less of a

factor in the leafless condition and one might expect trees

per foot to become a more predictive variable, but, the

results indicated otherwise.

The models in table 6 explain about a third of the

variance in the SBE's. The mean squared error ranges from

1189 to 125M. The standard deviation of the observed SBE's

from their predicted values is approximately 136.00 SBE

units. Cumulative PRESS ranges from 356üO to 32518 and

absolute PRESS ranges from 639 to 661. No statistical

outliers were found.

In all the models, two plots overly influenced the

model fits as indicated by influence diagnostics.

Specifically, plot 15 had a very large negative residual in
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all three models. This plot was in a relatively new housing

develcpmert which was practically devoid of all vegetation

except for several very small trees planted by the city. It

is possible that this street scene was so striking by its

lack of vegetation, that the subjects gave it extremely low

ratings. Plot 22 on the other hand, had a very large
I

positive residual. The average DBH for the plot was 3.5

inches but upon close inspection of the photographs for this

plot, it was observed that many, non-inventoried, large

conifers were planted on the private property. The

occurrence of these conifers may have contributed to the

very high SBE value for this plot. Neither of these plots

were dropped from the the analysis, however. Often, one is

tempted to drop these types of "problem" points in order to

improve the fitting and predictive statistics. But, since

these plots do exist in the actual population and there is

nothing photographically wrong with them, there is no

justification for removing these points from the model.

Of the three Winter models presented here the SBE =

f[ln(AVG DBH)] is thought to be the best predictive model

(see Appendix 1 for a plot of this model). Its cumulative

PRESS statistic was the lowest and the influence diagnostics

for the outlier points noted above were less severe for this

model; the diagnostics indicated that this model fit the

data in a manner which made the two outliers less
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influential in controlling the fit.

QLh.en.lLer.1ab.i.eai=.i.o.¤ß

An attempt was made to reduce the variance and increase

the fit of the models above by using indicator variables to

account for the presence of power lines and street lights.

These indicator variables were not significant in either the

Summer or Winter models, nor did they improve the models'

predictive ability when presence or absence of these

variables were measured objectively. However subjective

measurement for the indicator variables was also tried. If

street lights or power lines were gggminent in a photograph

the the variables were given a 13lgg_gL_9ng. If they were

ng; visible, or substantially hidden by the trees the

variables were given a 1glng_gf„zegg. These subjectively
·

measured indicetors produced negative coefficients, and

their presence in the models also increased the fit but did

not substantially improve the predictive power of the

models. These models are not presented in detail here for

two reasons: 1) the intent of this research was to produce

managerially relevant models which draw entirely from the

Ann Arbor tree inventory data base or from data which is

readily accessible (e.g., property assessment values) and,

2) subjective evaluations of these indicators would need to

be assessed by another group of subjects (a methodology not
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designed into the study). Therefore, at best, there is an

indication of a potentially interesting set of predictors

which would require further detailed research.

In another attempt to reduce the variance in the

models, a distance-dependent, scenic quality estimation

model was developed. The reasoning behind this model was

that trees closer to the camera should have a greater

influence in determining the scenic quality of a photograph

than trees further away. An attempt was made to model

scenic quality with only the trees either one hundred, two

hundred, or three hundred feet from the point of the

photograph. However, the distance from each tree to the

camera could only be roughly approximated. The length of

each street and separate house addresses were known. With

these data, the average length of a home lot was

approximated and the distance of each tree to the camera was

computed by calculating the number of lots each tree was

from the camera. The modifications however, did not improve
l

the predictive ability of the models studied, possibly due

to the imprecise nature of the disterce neasurements.



·
_ DISCUSSION

The models developed in this 1984 stud} nathematieally

approximate the functional forms which resulted freu the

1981 study. Therefcre, the 1984 models appear to validate

the predictive relationships developed in 1981. In the

prior study, scenic quality was shown to be a non-linear

function of basal area when a comparable data base was used

(1.6., the Ann Arbor street tree inventory data). While DBH

was used in the present study, basal area is a proportional

function of (DBH)2 and therefore the model forms from both

studies should be equivalent if a consistent, real

relationship, in fact, exists. This non-linear, nonctonic

relationship between DEH and scenio quality does irdeed
l

appear to be a consistent finding. One Iypothesis that was

extended in the 1981 study -- that vegetation as neasured by

tree size may not be monotonically related to scenic quality

—- was not supported by the results of the current work. It

is felt that since the results reported here are based upon

a larger and random sample, the advanced models reported

here are more likely representative of the true relationship

between tree size and scenic quality in an urban

environment.

Given that a random sample of a known population

54
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„ of streets was used, these models are widely generalizable

to Ann Arbor residential city streets. However, caution must

be exercised against the application of these models to

locations which do not duplicate the characteristics of city

streets and housing in Ann Arbor and locations that do not

have the same distributions of inventory and tax assessment

data. This caveat should not dampen the contribution of

this work to better understanding the relationship between

urban trees and scenic quality. This study has uncovered an,

apparent consistency in this relationship -- that is, that

scenic quality increases at a decreasing rate with

increasing diameter. It is hypothesized that it is not tree

diameter, gg; gg, that contributes to the increase in scenio

quality but rather crown size. Diameter is most likely a

surrogate measure for crown coverage. It is the canopy

which makes the largest visual impact in scenes such as

those sampled here.

The failure of species diversity and tree density to

account for significant variability in scenic beauty

estimates can likely be attributed to the limitations of the

method used in this study and the characteristics inherent

to the street population. The urban forest of Ann Arbor is

primarily deciduous with regard to city owned trees. while

there are coniferous sgecies planted on private residential

property, this vegetation was not part of the inventory data
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base and the study was purposely limited to the use of this

data base. It is likely that diversity, in a purely visual

sense, is more apparent when a contrast between hardwood and

softwood species exists. Diversity is probably not a useful
l

predictor of scenic quality when it is predominantly

represented by a mix of species with similar visual impact.

Second, the method used to estimate the scenic quality for

each street was limited by the use of only two photographs

to represent an entire street length. This estimation '

procedure assumed that the entirety of a given street could

be seen by viewing each residential block from both ends.

This assumption does not account for those street sections

which could not be seen and thus introduces additional

variability into the statistical estimation.

While the tree inventory data were for an entire

street, the scenic beauty estimates for a street corridor

were based upon two point estimates. Therefore, the SBE's

were better estimates for short streets than long ones. It

seems possible that with better estimates of the scenic

quality for entire street lengths, that number of trees and

stem density measures would prove to be more useful. It

should also be noted that the density measure used here was

a linear one and that areal density indices might prove more

valuable. However, solutions to this problem of areal

density measurement will not be easy given the
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distributional and parallax measurement problems related to

determining seen areas. This problem is even more

pronounced when phetographs are used since slight deviations

in camera angle can substantially change the definition of

ground areas which can be seen in a two-dimensionali

representation. These problems will not be easily evercome

without very intensive photographie sampling of the visual

spaces defined by street corridors and additional work on

scenic quality estimation methods for these types of

environments. In the absence of better methods to quantify

scenic quality for nonpoint environments, it should be

possible to develop a method for weighting scenic quality

judgments for distance. Weighted least squares models might

be used to improve predictive ability.

It was demonstrated here that assessed property values

can act as a useful surrogate for other psychological and/or

physical measures. Assessed property values are a result of

’
collective evaluation of dwelling type and size, lot size,

location and other subjective criteria. Therefore, it was

not surprising that assessed property value significantly

contributed to the predictive abilities of the models. In a

sense, the use of this variable was as a ”variance mop.”

The predictive power of the Summer condition equations was

inereased with the addition of this variable. At the same

time the behavior of this variable raises some interesting
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questions which could be the subject of further research.

For exampel, why is assessed value a significant variable in

the Summer models but not in the lwafless condition (Winter

equations?

·
The differences between the Summer and Winter models in

terms of the variability which can be accounted for in

scenic beauty estimates emphasizes the effect of crown

enclosure. In fact, it is hypothesized that the effect is

prinarily one cf nasking. Large crowns hide visual

intrusions and promote a serse of naturalness. The reasons

for the positive effect ef large crcvn areas rarret be

presupposed, but, at this point in the researcb prccess, the

importance of this variable should be noted.' The

differences between the Summer and Winter models are not

likely attributable to the sizes of the samples used to

develop the respective models but rather to real differences

in how subjects perceive identical environments at different

times of the year. The model differences should provide a

warning about making assumptions concerning the equivalence

of environments during different seasons, especially if the

time of year can affect changes in the vegetaticnal elenents

of such environments.



CONCLUSIONS

The models which were advanced here fit and predict the

data extremely well given the size and complexity of the

model forms and the limited data which were used to

formulate the predictor variable measures. This is

particularly true of the Summer models which account for
bl

approximately 60$ of the variability in scenic beauty

estimates. Recall that the tree inventory data only

describes those trees which line the city streets and do not

describe those trees or other vegetation which occur on

private property even though this additional vegetation can

be seen. In fact, an attempt was made to model scenic

quality evaluations for entire landscapes using a small

portion of the information which is available in those

scenes and perceptually processed by observers. The fact

that the log transformation of the independent variables

provided the best empirical fit supports the findings of

many other studies. Together, these findings indicate that

the psychophysical relationship between perceived scenic

quality and environmental stimuli is most likely non-linear.

Although the exact relationship may never be known, it

appears that the model,

scenic quality = f(ln(X)) where X is some measurable

environmental stimulus, is a good approximation.

59
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The goal of this research was to develop intuitively

reasonable, replicable and parsimonious mathematical

relationships between scenic quality and physical vegetation

measures. To this extent it is felt that this research has
~

been successful. At the same time, it is felt that this

effort will ccntribute to the management of urban forests.

For example, these models can be used to aid in the

development of planting priorities. At the present time,

planting is determined by budgets, tree removals and

subjective criteria such as visual quality. The integration

of these models into the inventory system can alleviate, to

some degree, the subjective nature of decisions related to

the aesthetic contributions of new plantings. Projections

ican be made of the scenic values of all residential streets

and determinations made of the range of scenic quality

available and the relative position of particular streets

along this range.
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APPENDIX 1 ·

Plots of:

Summer Model
SBE = -H79.59 +7Ä.28lu(average DBH)

+31.10ln(average assessed value)

Winter Model
SBE = -108.8H +50.30ln(average DBH)
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SCENIC BEAUTY VERSUS AVERAGE PLOT DBH
FOR ASSESSMENTS $30K. $40K. „$50I< .

WITH SUMMER MODEL
SBE = -479.59 +74.2BLN(AVERAGE DBH)

+31.1OLN(AVERAGE ASSESSED VALUE)
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SCENIC BEAUTY IVERSUS AVERAGE PLOT DSH
WITH WINTER MODEL

SSE = -108.84 +50.50LN(AVERAGE DSH)
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